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19/08/2023

By Gopavasanth

User Script to add 3D Models in 
Commons action menu



Category:3D_models
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:3D_models



Wikimedia Commons Menu of Action Items 

This is a title slide

Gopavasanth



Script

Gopavasanth

Link: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Gopavasanth/UserScripts/3DModels.js
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Helps to monitor web services health on 
toolforge 

ToolWatch - Health Monitoring tool

By Gopavasanth, Sohom and Varun



This is paragraph text in Montserrat Regular.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod 

tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim 

veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea 

commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit 

esse cillum dolore. 

ToolWatch
This is a subtitle



ToolWatch

Tool: https://tool-watch.toolforge.org/ - Live Now!

Github: https://github.com/gopavasanth/ToolWatch

Phab: T341379

https://tool-watch.toolforge.org/


ToolWatch

Every 
30mins!
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Link words in public domain texts to 
Wikidata

Wikisource text 
annotator

Mahir256 and Bodhisattwa



https://bn.wikisource.org/s/hqx2

Annotator js



● Fetch a list of Wikidata labels for selected word(s) from 

Wikisource.

● After selecting the correct Wikidata entity, users can link the 

QID with the word(s).

What does it do?



Features

● Work on both NS:0 and page namespaces

● Work on reading interface without having to click edit button

● Options for both single linking or batch linking of same word(s)

● LInk with Wikisource, Wikipedia, Commons and Reasonator 

● Skip headers and footers

● Skip previous links



Find entities to annotate



Click the annotator button



Find the correct Wikidata item



Confirm annotation



Confirm annotation



Future plans

● Pop-up screen with Reasonator summary while hovering 

over such links
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Hackathon Showcase session

Generating Mobile 
Apps using Wikidata 
and Kiwix

Emmanuel Engelhart (User:Kelson)
Yamen Bousrih (User:Yamen)



Kiwix is a free and open-source offline web browser created by 
Emmanuel Engelhart and Renaud Gaudin in 2007. It was first launched to 
allow offline access to Wikipedia, but has since expanded to include 
other projects from the Wikimedia Foundation, public domain texts from 
Project Gutenberg, many of the Stack Exchange sites, and many other 
resources. Available in more than 100 languages, Kiwix has been 
included in several high-profile projects, from smuggling operations in 
North Korea and encyclopedic access in Cuba to Google Impact 
Challenge's recipient Bibliothèques Sans Frontières.

Src: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kiwix 

KIWIX

The other Kiwix guy CC-BY-SA-4.0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kiwix


The ZIM file format is an open file format that stores wiki content for 
offline usage.Its primary focus is the contents of Wikipedia and other 
Wikimedia projects. The format allows for the compression of articles. ZIM 
file can also contain full-text search indices and other auxiliary files.

In addition to the open file format, the openZIM project provides support for 
an open-source ZIM reader called Kiwix.

ZIM stands for "Zeno IMproved", as it replaces the earlier Zeno file format. Its 
file compression uses LZMA2, as implemented by the xz-utils library, and, 
more recently, Zstandard. The openZIM project is sponsored by Wikimedia 
CH, and supported by the Wikimedia Foundation.

Src: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ZIM_(file_format)  

ZIM Files

The other Kiwix guy CC-BY-SA-4.0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ZIM_(file_format)


WP1 server is a free and open-source tool developed by KIWIX and 
funded by WIKIMEDIA CH. It allows the generation of zim files based on a 
selection of Wikipeida articles.

The selection can be done from:

● Manual list (Simple Selection)
● SPARQL Query
● Petscan Selection
● Book Selection (using the Wiki extension BookCreator)

Wikipedia 1.0 Server

The other Kiwix guy CC-BY-SA-4.0

https://wp1.openzim.org/

https://wp1.openzim.org/


Generation of a Mobile Application for the 
Museum of Bardo in Tunisia  in 3 Clicks

Showcase



WP1 Server

Input a SPARQL 
Query

Retrieve Museum 
data via SPARQL

Return List of 
Wikipedia articles

Retrieve Museum 
WP articles

Retrieve Museum 
Media files

Generate Zim file

The other Kiwix guy CC-BY-SA-4.0

Download the Zim 
file and install it on 

Kiwix App



STEP 1 : SPARQL Selection



STEP 1 : SPARQL Selection



STEP 2: ZIM Generation



STEP 2: ZIM Generation



STEP 2: ZIM Generation



STEP 3: ZIM Download



STEP 3: ZIM Download



STEP 4: ZIM Installation in KIWIX Mobile APP



STEP 4: ZIM Installation in KIWIX Mobile APP



Future Projects



Online Platform to generate mobile 
applications for museums

MAKUMBUSHO

Virgil mosaic in the Bardo National Museum. CC-BY-SA-2.0 by Boyd Dwyer

https://www.flickr.com/people/87285231@N04


A mobile Application for Museums using Wiki Projects 

🡺 Imagine that it’s possible to generate automatically a 
multilingual mobile application for a museum based on 
content from Wikipedia, Wikidata and Commons!

World museums map. Jkan997 CC-BY-SA-4.0ZMcCune (WMF) CC-BY-SA-4.0

Makumbusho!

Mosaic of the winged Victory. Ad Meskens CC-BY-SA-3.0



A mobile Application for Museums using Wiki Projects 
Makumbusho!

Input the name of 
a Museum

Retrieve Museum 
data via SPARQL

Return Data

Check Eligibility

Retrieve Museum 
WP articles

Retrieve Museum 
Media files

Generate Mobile App

The other Kiwix guy CC-BY-SA-4.0



A mobile Application for Museums using Wiki Projects 

Find funding for the project 



Generation of a Mobile 
Applications for Education 
based on the Wikimedia 
Project Wikidata For 
Eductaion

KIWIX4EDUCATION



Wikidata For Education WD4E

Digitizing Curricula Used Cases  CC-BY-SA-4.0 by VHargyono (WMF)



Wikidata For Education WD4E

Digitizing Curricula Used Cases  CC-BY-SA-4.0 by VHargyono (WMF)



Kiwix4Education
Select the country

Execute SPARQL Queries on Wikidata in order to 
retrieve the list of articles 

Return the list of articles

Retrieve the Wikipedia articles

Retrieve media files

Generate the 
Mobile application

The other Kiwix guy CC-BY-SA-4.0

Select the courses to be 
included in the Mobile 

App

Select the Grade/level
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QID on Navigation 
Popups
Finally! After 9 years!

Chlod



Add media (photo/video)



What took so long?
Original maintainer of Navigation 
Popups has not been active in a long 
time, and the code has aged with time.

What did you change?
Added two extra parameters in the 
original GET request for page 
information

What’s the relevance?
58,235 users have Navigation Popups 
enabled… but there’s no maintainer?

Why Wikidata
Because we love Wikidata. 💖

What do you mean what? Do you mean 
like, a specific thing, like “what this” or 
“what that”? It’s not like I can guess 
what’s in your mind, you know, I’m not a 
genius. There’s like many things that 
you could be talking about when you 
say “what”. “What’s the weather like?” 
“What time is it in San Francisco?” 
“What session did you like most on 
Wikimania?” I mean, I guess you might 
be talking about something that I did 
this hackathon, but like, is there a 
specific thing that you want to talk 
about? I mean, there’s like a few things 
here, and you could be asking anything 
in the world. The dictionary has like, a 
lot of words in it and they could make 
some really long “what” questions, so is 
there like a specific thing that you 
wanted to ask or like

What?



Add media (photo/video)
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Dreamy Jazz

Why multi-wiki testing is important

Special:Investigate was 
broken on all wikis?!



This shows the production error on a local 

testing wiki. This was the second time this 

page had broken in less than a month.

What broke!



This issue was caused by a difference in behaviour between a multi-wiki 

instance and a single wiki instance.  The local wiki should have instead 

been provided in a different format.

This was fixed by ensuring the correct parameter was passed if the wiki 

was the local wiki.

The cause and how it was fixed



MediaWiki programmers often use single wiki instances to test patches. 

Testing on multi-wiki instances only happens on Beta wiki, however, this 

extension (CheckUser) is not on beta wiki for privacy issues. CI didn’t 

catch this as the test mocked the method in core that actually threw the 

error.

As developers we should be more used to testing our code in multi-wiki 

instances, especially as CentralAuth is not in the gated extensions list. If 

this had been better tested, it would have been seen earlier.

Why this matters
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Multiple two-factor 
devices?
At least the database is not blocking 
that anymore

Taavi Väänänen



You can only have one 
type of 2fa device



The old schema 
kinda sucks



So I made it better



Slowly migrating all 
wiki databases
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Helping to grant community wishlist 
wish #45 from 2022

Add edit count and user creation 
date to Special:Contributions

By Novem Linguae
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Change code to use python libraries to 
fetch data from Twitter rather than using 
API 

https://twitter-to-commons.toolforge.org/

Improving Twitter to Commons

By Jnanaranjan Sahu

https://twitter-to-commons.toolforge.org/


The tool is used to fetch images and videos from twitter handles and show 

them in a page, a logged in user can upload the images directly to commons.

It takes the template according to the handle the user has selected.

User can search and add categories.

Demo Link:  Twitter to Commons Tutorial - YouTube

The Tool
What the tool is?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAUFORtR6EQ






It was working good until. Twitter 
started charging for retrieving tweets 
specially after changing to X.

Indian credit cards are not working for 
twitter subscriptions. 

The Problem



Tried to use python libraries like twint 
and some others.

Fixing it



Stuck in two things.

Making the libraries work with my 
existing set up.

Organising the data to work with the 
my tool.

The work is on….

Result

Thank You!
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Did you know that page numbers can 
be hexadecimal?

Bengali Currency 
Numerals



Original idea from Hrishikes, Bodhi

Making it easier to 
add page numbers



Short detour into
Indian 
currency land

● Old Indian currency system

● 16 Anna => 1 Paisa

● In current day India, 1 Paisa does not gets 
you anything (thanks inflation!)

● The counting system is so heavily ingrained 
in Bengali culture , that “Sholo anna” means 
“complete”

● This system is used in place of roman 
numerals in Bengali books



Pain point
Labelling page numbers manually



Can we copy 
somebody else’s
homework?

No :(



So lets DIY?
Yes but also no… 



Now it works!
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A way fun to test you knowledge of 
SPARQL!

SPARQL Challenge



Original idea from University of New 
Brunswick, online in 2021
Team: Andrew Lih, Jan Ainali, Abbe98

Replicated and adapted to Singapore

First part: challenge
Second part: answering together

Having fun 
together



5 teams (mostly of one)

10 question

30 minutes

Each questions grows in difficulty and 
are made to discover a different aspect 
of SPARQL.

SPARQL queries are 
challenging!



Example of question
How do you say "Singapore" in French Singapour

It could be with:
Item Label https://w.wiki/7Egj https://w.wiki/7Egk
Property “Official name” https://w.wiki/7Eh6
Lexeme https://w.wiki/7Egd

Slightly different answers but all valid, some more efficient or 
elegant than the others.
Comparing and sharing answers lead to fun learning. The 
discussion part is often very enlightening.

https://w.wiki/7Egj
https://w.wiki/7Egk
https://w.wiki/7Eh6
https://w.wiki/7Egd
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Wikidata + Maps + PAWS
💘 ~~Awesome together~~ 💘



Wikidata + Maps + PAWS



Wikidata + Maps + PAWS



Wikidata + Maps + PAWS



Wikidata + Maps + PAWS

��



Wikidata + Maps + PAWS

🎉
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19/08/2023

By Waldyrious and Sam Wilson

Improvements to the Wikisource 
e-book exporter



 Fix T332112: Deprecated function mb_convert_encoding()

Fix deprecation to allow upgrade to PHP 8

https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/T332112


https://github.com/wikimedia/ws-export/pull/471

Bonus changes 1: Contribution docs!



Pull request: https://github.com/wikimedia/ws-export/pull/474

Bonus changes 2: Expanded script support



Bonus changes 2: Expanded script support
Pull request: https://github.com/wikimedia/ws-export/pull/474



Thank you!

See you again in future 
hackathons ;-)



Inspired by the beauty of national flowers of ESEAP countries








